
*  what (who?) made the noise? 

visible universe : Milky Way  ::  Earth : whale   (factor of 106)

visible universe : Earth ::  Earth : atomic nucleus (factor of 1020)
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halo model paradigm of cosmological large-scale structure (LSS)

LSS = a hierarchical web of quasi-equilibrium bound structures - halos - that 
emerge via gravitational amplification from a noise field imposed during an early 
epoch of inflation.  

Halo Model’s key enabling ingredients:  

    – space density (aka, mass function),  n(M, z)
    – spatial N-point correlations (e.g., 2-pt bias function),  b(M, z)
    – internal halo structure (kinematics, thermodynamics),  X(r/r∆, M, z)



the lexicon

* Halo : 
a self-bound, quasi-equilibrium structure comprised of multiple, 
interacting fluids (dark matter, multi-phase baryons, and radiation) 
formed via gravitational collapse within a cosmic web of random 
noise.

* Cluster :
a redshift-space projection of a massive halo, and its line-of-sight 
neighbors, with the resultant system containing multiple, bright 
galaxies and other visible components (multi-phase baryons, non-
thermal matter, etc.).



cluster samples today are sparse relative to massive halos on the sky

Allen, Evrard & Mantz 2011
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Fisher matrix motivation to understand scaling relations

Cunha + AE (2009)

scaling relation 
(Mobs) 
uncertainty 
is presently 
the dominant 
source of 
systematic 
error in DE 
studies



a PL+LN* multivariate signal model
     

*Power Law + Log-Normal              



massive halo phenomenology:  observable signal likelihoods 

halo of 
mass M
redshift z

= 

optical/lensing   sub-mm       X-ray 

          “Astrophysics 101”

1. Dimensional analysis => mean relations are power-laws

2. Central Limit Theorem => deviations are log-normal



PL+LN covariance model for halo signals
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PL+LN covariance model for halo signals



mass scatter for two-property joint selection



covariance and implied mass scatter from Millennium Gas Simulations

Stanek et al 2010
Figure from Allen, Evrard, Mantz 2011

preheating (200 kev-cm2 @z=4)
gravity only

500 Mpc/h
1e9 gas+DM particles
mp(DM) ~ 1.4e10 Msun
same cosmology as Mill Sim



PL+LN covariance model for halo signals



scatter in second property for one-property selection



RASS analysis of maxBCG sample

variance in Lx at fixed Ngal 

! 

"
ln LX |  Ngal

= 0.83± 0.03

Rykoff et al 2008a 



PL+LN covariance model for halo signals



first measurement of property covariance for clusters

Rozo et al 2009 

From SDSS-RASS: 
 •  dn(N200)/dN200 
 •  LX–N200 scaling 
      slope, norm, scatter
 •  M200–N200 scaling 
      slope, norm
missing: 
  M200–N200 scatter
  M200, LX | N200 correlation 

Extra information: 
 400d survey 
 LX –M500 scaling 
    slope, norm, scatter

Vikhlinin et al 2008 
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scatter in ln(mass) at fixed Ngal 



what does a large covariance in mass and Lx mean?  

N200 is a  
poorer mass 
proxy than LX 

ratio of rms mass variance (Lx / Ngal) 

OR
N200 is a comparable 
mass proxy and N200 

and LX are anti-
correlated at fixed 

halo mass
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Planck measurements of Y for maxBCG sample

Planck Collaboration 2011

One likely error source:  model assumes MX-ray = Mlens 

Blue lines :  MX-ray = 0.8 Mlens



summary

era of large, overlapping multi-wavelength surveys 
- is getting nearer
- will enable stringent tests of the basic PL+LN model
Are we doing all we can now?

note that 
- selection effects (that include projection) must be carefully 
modeled 
- effect of projection on covariance measurements needs study

How to “world average” slopes, intercepts, covariance? 
What are the limits of the basic PL + LN model?


